The Personality – Communication Connection
Create More Effective Business and Personal Connections –
Don’t just communicate – CONNECT!
Do you ever wonder why we get along with some people and not others? How some
people just don’t understand what you’re saying? How to enhance the lines of
communication? How to identify and enroll more of your ideal clients?
Understand why we think, act, and communicate the way we do
Put others in their comfort zone by speaking their language
Communicate more effectively to build mutually rewarding relationships
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Accelerating Entrepreneur Success by Personality Type
Enhance Your Business Connections to More Easily Enroll Clients
and Deliver Your Sought-After Services
Do you wonder why certain aspects of running your business look easy for others, but
you struggle with them. Do you wish you could attract more of your ideal clients and
have an easier conversation to enroll them to work with you? Have you wondered
why the Pain Point selling you’ve been taught often doesn’t work?

•

• Identify the personality type of your ideal clients
• Put them in their comfort zone by speaking their language
Understand why they buy and how they want your services delivered

Leverage Your Leadership Personality Power
Expand Your Inner Leader and Express Your Outer Leader
There are two aspects to our ability to be an effective leader. Our Inner Leader
determines how we think, make decisions, act and communicate; and how we
perceive situations, experiences and tasks. Our Outer Leader determines who we
draw to us, how we communicate and connect, and the impressions we make.
• Understand the impact your personality has on your Inner and Outer Leader
• Amplify your personal talents and strengths and mitigate your weaknesses
• Gain more clarity about what to do or delegate and who to bring on board

Some Past Audiences
Technology and law firms, sales teams, mastermind groups, client groups,
eWomenNetwork (eWN) Success Institute, eWN Leadership Teams, eWN Events, the
National Association of Women Business Owners (NAWBO), American Business
Women's Association (ABWA), Developing Alliances, and more

